David Vogan has pointed out that Lemma 5.3 is incorrect, even for matrix groups, and therefore some changes are needed in the statements of the main theorems. The changes in question are not decisive, but we feel that the accurately stated versions of the theorems should be in the literature. Actually, when changes are needed, the new results yield more Szegi5 mappings than were originally predicted and in that sense represent an improvement of the original results. Vogan also suggested the statement below of Theorem A as an approach to making the necessary changes.
Proposition 5.5, we can conclude that cr~ is irreducible and has the stated highest weight and highest weight vector. The character ix gives the values of crx on elements of F~T, instead of F. For the most part, we can then replace Qualitatively the result is that the Szeg6 mapping f--*Sf now operates on a different domain of functions but otherwise has the same properties as in Theorem 1.1. The new domain is smooth functions from K into the redefined Hx that transform under the smaller group M1 according to the redefined aa. In representation-theoretic terms, the Szeg6 map S gives an intertwining operator between a representation W(a~, 2p +-v) induced from MaAN to G (rather than MAN to G) and the discrete series ~a" Proof Clearly Sj is g-equivariant. Define a function f~ in 0~(K, %) by fj(k) = P~ zz(k)qSz, where P~ is the orthogonal projection on the space for aj. Then
Thus Sj is not the 0 map. In view of Proposition 10.7, Theorem 10.8, and the remark after Theorem 10.8, Theorem A will follow if we show that image Sj ~_ image S. Let {ql, 1 <=i<=n} be representatives of M/M E chosen from F. Formula (3) below, valid in the linear case, implies here that F normalizes T. Thus each qi gives rise to a member s i of the Weyl group Wr, and we have z~(qi ) (aa=ci(a~, ~. These si2 are distinct, l<i<n; in fact, si2=sj)~ leads to zz(q~-lqi)(~z=c~, hence q7 1 q jE M 2, and hence qi = q j. Consequently the vectors z ~ (qi ) 494, 1 < i < n, are linearly independent. Each such is a highest weight vector for Mo, since Ad(F) acts on m as the identity, and thus
Consequently the spaces z~(qi ) H a are independent hieH ~ for l_<i_<n and ~ given by (1) where P is the orthogonal projection of _Qz on H~, is invertible. 
Let f in (~ (K, ff~) be given, and define F = T-' of Then it follows that F is in (7| ~) and
and image S)~ image S. This proves Theorem A.
In short, each irreducible constituent of ~z leads to a Szegb mapping whose image is the same discrete series. In the linear case we can say more. The group F is central in M and is spanned by the commuting elements ?~ of order at most 2 given by ? ~ =exp 21ri{fll-2 hp, where fl runs through the restricted roots and h~ is the member of a dual to ft. (See [26] , p. 93.) Thus F is a sum of copies of Z2, and M is the direct sum of M 2 and a group ~ ~2. It follows that ~z is multiplicity-free and that the number of Proof. Since 7 is in ME, t~x(7) leaves H a stable. Since 7 is central in M, 6, (7)[n~. commutes with ~a(m~) for m 1 in M~. The irreducibility of % implies that aa (7) is scalar on Ha, hence on qSx. Since ~ba is M-cyclic for #~ on /Qz and since 7 is central in M, ~a(~) is scalar on /~a. Thus it is enough to identify the scalar c in the equation ~a(7) qSa = cqSa.
We need a different formula for 7. If p=, denotes a particular one of the two standard representatives of the reflection in ~j in the Weyl group WK, then we shall show that Since 2 is integral and G is a matrix group, we can introduce a G-ordering (for current purposes) so that 2 is G-dominant. Let fa be an irreducible representation of G with highest weight 2. Then it is easy to see that the restriction of fa(K) to the span of a highest weight vector is equivalent with z a. That is, we may regard za as extended from K to G, with the space suitably enlarged.
In view of (3), z~(y) qSa is a weight vector for the weight Hence (2) implies that
whenever ~ igjl 2
and hence that -ca(p,,) fixes q~a for these j. For any j,
by a computation in SL(2, ~,) . Then (4) and (5) show that c in (2) is given by -1 raised to the power
with the sum extended over thosej for which ~ 2(ilk, ~j)/l~jl 2 is even. The sum k in (6) may be further extended to be over all j because of (4), and then (6) reduces to the sum in the statement of the theorem. 
